
Ego-ic thinking is different from person to person.  Everybody has
different ways that they will  self-sabotage .  
Looking back to your inner child type ,  what are the different ways that
you needed love and affection growing up? And how has that been
projected into your adult l ife? That now, if  you don't achieve a certain
level of success ,  are you really gonna feel unworthy? Are you at this day
and age in your adult l ife ,  sti l l  thinking ,  ‘Oh ,  don't say anything ,  we need
to make sure that we keep quiet? ’  And if you were the star child ,  do you
have this pressure on yourself that you need to do well? ‘ I  need to make
sure I  reach this income bowl or receive that award or get that
promotion. ’   
What is the negative self-talk that 's happening? 
When you have a conversation that 's happening in your head that 's
tell ing ‘we better do better ,  or we better keep our mouth shut .  We better
take care of everybody,  otherwise they're going to be mad at us .   
Notice where these patterns are coming from. Exercise noticing that .  
Where in your past have you felt  l ike somebody mistreated you and now
your ego is making sure that that doesn't  happen again or that we don't
run into those same cycles? 
Paying attention to going through all  these exercises ,  what are the
different ways that you have noticed your inner self heal? .  
How are you on this day forcing yourself back into some of those roles?
How are you pressuring yourself when you're not feeding into what's
expected of your culture or your religion or your sibling dynamic?  
All  of this stuff creates an ego.  I t  comes from the bullies growing up ,  the
parents who didn't  accept us ,  the awards that we didn't  get .  The
detentions that we had - all  of these collectively make our unique ego.
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Typically the ego doesn't  want change.  The goal of the ego is to feel
belonging ,  acceptance ,  and safety.  Whatever's going to be the easiest to fit
in .  
There's going to be certain behaviors or thought processes or actions that
are going to reconstitute your ego.  
Your higher self is going to come from a place within.  
Learning the difference between the voice of my ego and the voice of my
higher self is going to be the challenge over this experience  ‘This is a
habit that I  have growing up.  This is a pattern that I 've had in the past .
Now, now that I  have the awareness ,  what will  I  do next?" That 's what you
need to pay attention to .


